
 

 iRiver – electronic rape  
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Brandon was your average punk: skinny white kid with an attitude. Today he is wearing baggy shorts 
pulled down to his knees, shoes and a t-shirt both several sizes to large, and a flat brimmed hat that 
boasts “Bronx” across the brim. He fancies himself the gangster type but no serious gang would have 
him, so him and his friends formed their own little posse. Him and his four buddies are cruising the 
downtown mall.  
 
The mall is dying. Shops closing and going out of business everywhere. They pass a dry fountain that was 
once a glorious piece of modern art, but now has been left to decay. The coins the once lined it’s bottom 
long since gone. The boys keep walk right past it without a glance. They aren’t here to worry about the 
fate of the mall.  
 
They’re here to cause trouble.  
 
One of the few business that continues to defy all odds and generate profit in this mall is a small shop 
called “Tech Wizards”. It’s a repair shop for everything digital, as well as a place to sell and buy used 
electronics. Brandon walks through the arched doorway into the dimly lit shop, his friends in tow. All of 
them are grinning rather unpleasantly. The shop-keeper immediately takes notice of them.  
 
“Hey pops,” says one of Brandon’s friends, walking up to the old man, and begins engaging him in mildly 
threating conversation over selling him his cell-phone. The shop keeper looks like he could easily be a 
hundred years old, and though he keeps glancing at the rest of us, begins haggling with the boy over 
what would be a fair price. Everyone else fans out through the shop, pretending to look at the wares. 
Brandon’s eyes dance from one piece of hard-ware to the next. What would fetch the best price he 
wonders? He finds he doesn’t even know what half the stuff is, but his eye keeps catching on a neat 
looking hand-held device that looks like it might play mp3’s. Ever so discreetly, while the shop keeper 
isn’t looking his way, he pockets the thing and walks out. So do his friends, one by one. The kid that was 
distracting the shop-keeper then suddenly decides he doesn’t want to sell, and follows his buds out with 
a snicker.  
 
They all hurry through the mall, splitting up, then regrouping outside in the parking lot around 
Brandon’s beater. There they pull out their loot.  
 
“Check it,” says a tall black kid named Kevin. “Two blackberries.”  
 
“I got a flash-drive and mouse,” says Jerry, a muscular kid that carries knives. “But the mouse ain’t even 
wireless.”  
 
“I got nuthin, damn shop-keep kept watching me,” says Nick, a slightly pudgy boy with a scowl.  
 



“Radio,” says Jacob with a giggle, setting down a small pocket radio on the hood of Brandon’s car. How 
he managed to pocket it while talking to the shopkeeper is a mystery, and he doesn’t elaborate.  
 
“Some sort of music player,” says Brandon last, pulling out his plunder.  
 
“Looks like you win Kevin,” says Nick, butting fists all around.  
 
“Yeah,” says Kevin, grinning at his victory. “Aight, been fun and all, but my momma will have a shit-fit if I 
don’t get home soon.”  
 
And one by one they disperse, eventually leaving Brandon alone by his car looking at the mp3 player. It’s 
labeled “iRiver”. Some sort of knock-off brand on apple? Might be worth something, but he’ll pawn it 
later. It’s getting late. He gets in his crappy car and drives home.  
 
Oddly, he doesn’t live in a bad neighborhood. His parents aren’t poor, and he lives rather comfortably in 
a two story house in a nice suburb. As he pulls into his driveway he pockets the mp3 player, then quietly 
sneaks upstairs to his room. He then locks the door and turns on the light, and only after that does he 
take out the merchandise once more to look at it closer.  
 
It feels hefty, and moreover expensive. The rubber padding is soft in his hands, the metal bits cool and 
smooth, and the buttons all pleasantly click and seem to work. It even has a small two inch led screen at 
the top. Overall Brandon finds that he likes it, even if it is a bit on the heavy side for an mp3 player. It’s 
twice as thick as an ipod touch, and four times as heavy. It looks brand new.  
 
It’s then that Brandon notices the power button, and is suddenly curious to see if the battery still has a 
charge. He presses and holds the button, and to his surprise the screen lights up.  
 
But then he drops the thing with a muffled shout when it starts wiggling. A face appears on the 2 inch 
led screen.  
 
“Ah!” says a soft voice as the iRiver hits his desk, bouncing once. The mp3 player arches backwards and 
twists to the side, the face on the screen frantically looking around.  
 
“What the hell?” Brandon whispers.  
 
“No…no!” says the small, soft voice. It’s coming from the iRiver. Then it notices Brandon.  
 
“Help me!” cries the mp3 player. Tears form at the corners of its eyes. “Don’t let them get me! I can’t 
take it anymore!!”  
 
“What?” is all Brandon can say, but things become a little clearer when the wires around Brandon’s 
computer come to life all on their own. A small flashing icon at the top right hand corner of the iRiver’s 
screen says ‘low power, please plug in’.  
 
The iRiver wiggles in an attempt to escape, but it can hardly move. The slot at its base begins to glisten 
as it becomes inexplicably moist and slick. It’s almost like the iRiver is getting wet, and the blossoming 
red color on its face confirm Brandon’s thoughts. The iRiver is horny?  
 



“Please please help me!” shouts the iRiver, it’s tiny voice hardly carrying across the room, but Brandon 
stares transfixed as his power cords slide across his desk towards the mp3 player.  
 
The iRiver is whimpering now, huffing as it tries everything it can to escape. It’s able to move a couple of 
inches towards Brandon, and the power-slot at its base leaves a trail of fluid across the polished wood. 
The iRiver appears to be in great distress, and Brandon is developing a boner. For some inexplicable 
reason what is happening before him is probably the hottest thing he’s ever seen. This little mp3 player 
is about to be raped by a power cord.  
 
The black cord is upon the iRiver in seconds, and snakes its way around it to position itself. It pauses, 
and appears to examine the iRiver’s slit at its base, and seems to recognize that it’s the wrong shape to 
fit. It’s only a momentary setback as the head of the power cord morphs into the appropriate style 
socket.  
 
Then, with the iRiver practically sobbing for mercy, the power cord forces itself into her with a wet click.  
 
The poor thing immediately starts making a muted electronic scream as small shocks of electricity 
escape from the of her socket and the plug, but the scream is not one of pain. It’s one of horror and 
indignity, but moreover it’s the sound of someone experiencing sensations of extreme pleasure.  
 
“Eeeeek-k-k-k-aaaaaaahhhhhrrrrrrnnnnnnnzzzzzzzzzzzzzzaaaahhhhhhhhhoooooooooooommmmmm!” 
chatters the iRiver, seemingly unable to control herself. She grits her teeth, but still continues to emit 
these sounds.  
 
She’s wincing and gasping on his desk as Brandon pulls down his pants and takes a seat. He is totally 
going to fap to this.  
 
The iRiver cries out as a particularly powerful jolt of power enters her body, and through teary eyes 
seems Brandon sitting down to watch the spectacle.  
 
“W-Why a-aren’t y-you h-helping m-me?!” she cries, her words interrupted by many grunts and gasps as 
the iRiver can’t contain herself. The powercord wiggles back and forth in an effort to push itself in 
deeper, and sparks continue to occasionally dart from their connection. A small puddle is forming 
underneath the iRiver’s power socket. It smells vaguely of WD-40.  
 
“Cause this is fuckin hot,” Brandon replies, taking his dick in his hand.  
 
“W-What k-kind o-of h-horrible p-person a-are y-you?” asks the device, hardly even able to say that 
much before degenerating into an orgasmic screech. There is no doubt that it was entirely unwilling, the 
iRiver is putting up a commendable fight, but she’s losing. The power cord continues to stimulate her, 
showing her no mercy. Her battery meter moves up one bar.  
 
Brandon doesn’t answer her, but rather begins to gently stroke himself. God is he hard! Hell, he hasn’t 
been this hard in a very long time, and he plans to take full advantage of it.  
 
But using his dry hand isn’t going to cut it. He’s wondering if he should get up and make a quick trip to 
the restroom for some lotion when he notices the small puddle of the iRiver’s love-making. The thought 



is far to hot to not try, so he picks up the bucking and shaking iRiver with his left hand, and rubs his right 
hand in the oily, sticky fluid.  
 
“N-no! D-don’t!” the iRiver tries to shout a warning, but is interrupted as the power cord tenses up and 
a small gush of fluid of a thicker consistency overflows from their joined connection. Ha! The powercord 
just jizzed up in the little whore! Brandon briefly wonders if it could possibly get pregnant, but dismisses 
the idea as unimportant to him right now. He pays no attention to the distorted words of the small 
iRiver he holds in his one hand, and instead begins to masturbate with her sexual fluid using the other.  
 
Oh God does it feel good too! Even though he has only a little bit of the things pussy juices on his hand, 
it makes his dick incredibly slick. Better than that, it feels hot in contact with his skin, and makes his dick 
and balls buzz and tingle as he lubes them up and plays with himself. The iRiver is doing her best to try 
and form comprehensible words, but is forced to abandon her attempts at further communication with 
the stupid boy as a second orgasm wracks her body, a gush of her bodily fluids spilling onto Brandon’s 
palm.  
 
Meanwhile Brandon is furiously beating his meat. By God, he has never felt so powerfully aroused! The 
little electronic toy orgasms in his palm, and it’s like magic to his lust-addled mind. Only problem is that 
he can’t seem to reach climax, even though he’s been going at himself for almost ten minutes now. He 
continues to spank his monkey faster and faster, feeling so very close to climax, when he notices 
something is wrong.  
 
His meat is shrinking. Not going flaccid, but actually shrinking in his hands. His dick is so hard that it 
hurts, but as he tries desperately to jack off he finds that he has less and less dick in his hand to tug on. 
He’s right on the verge of orgasm when it disappears altogether, his balls vanish in his nutsack, and his 
scrotum becomes taut as a drum, smoothing out the now empty space between his legs.  
 
“Wha…what?” pants Brandon, still trying to find something with which he might relieve himself with, his 
hand shaking up and down as his subconscious continues to try to stimulate an organ that is no longer 
there.  
 
“What?” says Brandon again, terribly flustered and very confused.  
 
“Oh my…” says the iRiver as her slick lubricant runs down brandons hand and drips down from his elbow 
and electric pulses and sparks continue to excite her sensitive electronics. She’s half delirious.  
Brandon sits there in his chair in shock until he notices more movement among his computer cables. A 
usb cable snakes out, and lifts it’s head as if sniffing the air. It then morphs into the same power cord 
that continues to fuck the iRiver’s brains out, except ridiculously larger in size.  
 
“Ah ah Ah AH!” cries the poor thing as it undergoes a third orgasm, shaking and shuddering 
uncontrollably in his hand, and yet another bar is added to its battery meter. Brandon sets her back 
down on the hard wood of his desk carefully and slowly, then leaps up in an attempt to flee.  
 
He doesn’t even make it to his feet.  
 
The power cord is lightning fast, and lashes Brandon to the chair by his wrists, ankles, knees, and 
elbows. It appears to have an endless amount of cord at its disposal, and its tight coils slide against his 
skin as the power cord extends itself to have better access to its victim.  



 
Brandon’s pants are already down, and his recently transformed groin readily apparent, but what 
Brandon hadn’t noticed, due to being distracted by an attacking cable, was that a thin piece of metal has 
split the center of his crotch to replace what once was there. It’s a power socket, basically the exact 
same as what the iRiver has at her base, but much bigger and vertical rather than horizontal.  
 
“No,” whispers Brandon in disbelief. The power cord appears to ignore him, and moves closer. Brandon 
struggles, jerking around in his chair trying to escape his bonds.  
 
“No,” he says again, this time more insistently, but also with a distinct note of pleading in his voice. The 
plug doesn’t care. It touches his skin and causes a gentle electric shock that raises Goosebumps all over 
Brandons body. The plug then starts to trace light circles around Brandon’s new socket, electric shocks 
dancing and tingling him all the way.  
 
And that’s when Brandon feels something he’s never felt before. He is already hot and sweaty from his 
unsuccessful attempt to “wank-off”, but now his belly is growing intensely warm and fluttery, his cheeks 
are becoming heavily flushed, his breathing grows ragged, and the touch of the power cord becomes oh-
so pleasant, but there is something else that is almost intangible. The power-socket that magically 
replaced his genitals… it begins to ache. It’s a powerful sort of ache, rooted deep and demanding. Quite 
suddenly Brandon finds that he wants that power cord inside of him. He wants it to plug into him. He 
knows that he shouldn’t want this at all, but he can’t help it. He somehow knows that it will feel 
wonderful. His socket has already started leaking fluid.  
 
“Oh fuck,” says Brandon with a confused mixture of utter terror and desire. He starts struggling with 
everything he’s got. Despite what his body is telling him, that he should just let the thing screw him and 
have a good time of it, his mind still rebels against the very thought. Unfortunately, he really has no say 
in the matter.  
 
“Oh-FUCK!” screams Brandon, starting when the head of the cord began to line up with his groin, and 
punctuating when it thrust into his socket with a slick click, accompanied by a dozen or so volts and 
5,000 milliamps, just 100 of which could kill a man. And so it begins.  
 
Brandon squeals as unspeakable sensation explodes from his new sex. He bucks in the chair in an 
attempt to shake the plug loose, but it only worms its way in more securely.  
 
“Help!” shouts Brandon, but nobody seems to hear him. Where are his parents?  
 
Oh God what is that thing doing to him? Is this sex?! And his body! It feels so…  
 
Only now does Brandon realize the changes that have been occurring to the rest of his body. He’s 
slimmed down significantly. The skin of his groin has grown metallic, though still very flexible. The hand 
that holds the iRiver has become rubbery, and it’s spreading down his arm.  
 
The iRiver orgasms powerfully for the fourth time on Brandon’s desk, and the battery bar finally reads 
100%. She lays there panting as the power cord pulls out of her, drawing a string of fluid out with it, 
then curls up and falls still.  
 
“You. Fucking. Idiot.” She says in between breaths.  



 
“What the fuck did you do to me?” hisses Brandon, his voice as shaky as his pelvis. He can’t help but 
groan as the power cord starts to fuck him even harder, and a trickle of his sexual fluid runs into the seat 
of his chair.  
 
“What did I do? What about what you did? I sure as hell didn’t ask you to rub that stuff all over your 
dick! ”  
 
The iRiver appears to be composing herself better and better with each passing second. She lets out 
several long breaths of air to catch her wind back.  
 
“It serves you right that you did though, for not trying to help me.”  
 
“What the fuck is happening!” cries Brandon, rocking in his seat. He’s started to roll his ass in time with 
the thing that is fucking him.  
 
“It’s obvious ain’t it?” asks the iRiver angrily. “You fucked up and got really fucking aroused in front of a 
magical power-snake. Then, to make it even worse, you rubbed my pheromones all over yourself. You 
drew a second power-snake over here, and when it didn’t find an electronic device in desperate need of 
fuckin, he made one. Get it? Stupid bastard.”  
 
“How do I fix this?” asks Brandon, bouncing up and down. His ass jiggles as it hits the seat over and over.  
 
“Well, first of all stop enjoying it, and stop fucking it back. The snake takes an orgasm as a physical 
contract saying that you’re okay with what it’s doing to you, and it’ll keep doing it.”  
 
“But I’m not okay with this!” shouts Brandon.  
 
“Then sit fucking still. It’s not helping anything.”  
 
By extreme force of will Brandon stops wriggling, but it hardly makes him feel better.  
 
“I don’t thinks this is gonna work,” says Brandon through gritted teeth. Sparks fly from his connected 
bits, and he cries out, but not in pain.  
 
“You’re still enjoying what it’s doing to you aren’t ya.”  
 
“Well it’s not like it feels bad!” shouts Brandon angrily.  
 
“Try thinking of whatever usually kills your boner then!”  
 
“Yea right, like what?”  
 
“How the hell would I know? Old people?”  
 
Meanwhile, Brandon’s chest is expanding.  
 
“Whoa-whoa-whoa, what the fuck is happening now?” asks Brandon.  



 
“I’d say your developing breasts dumb-ass.”  
 
“But I don’t want breasts!”  
 
“Too bad!”  



 



“RrraaaaaaaaAAAAAGH!” shouts Brandon in fury, and in a fit of rage his chair snaps into several 
pieces.He then reaches between his legs and rips out the plug screaming bloody-murder.  
 
“Dude…” says the iRiver.  
 
“RRRRAAAAAAAAAAGH!” screams Brandon, going hulk on the power cord. For several seconds it 
appears that he is winning, but it quickly ties him up again, leaving him face down on the carpet with his 
ass stuck up high into the air, his hands are tied behind his back and his knees tied up against his 
swelling cleavage. The power cord resumes fucking him, wriggling between his legs and locking back into 
place, and Brandon spews swear-words.  
 
“No-No-NO!” he shouts, shimmying in place on the carpet as he is energetically fucked. He’s bouncing 
up and down attempting to escape, but it appears that it’s only making his situation worse. “I think I’m 
gonna…. Oh god I’m gonna….”  
 
“Gonna what?” asks the iRiver mockingly.  
 
“CUMMMMMMM!” whimpers Brandon, on the verge of actual tears as his stomach clenches, fluids 
spray from his socket, and with a sobbing yell he orgasms like he’s never orgasmed before.  
 
“Ah holy FUCK!” he shouts. “What the hell is this!? WHY ISN’T IT STOPPING!?!”  
 
“Female orgasms last more than a few seconds numb-nuts.”  
 
“What the fuck do you mean female?” shouts Brandon with a groan.  
 
“Well, you ain’t got a dick anymore do you?”  
 
“Fuck me!” cries Brandon as his electronic pussy squirts into the air, his insides still quaking.  
 
“Yea, no problem there is there huh.”  
 
“Would you stop with the wise-ass shit and help me!” screams Brandon.  
 
And with that, the door to his room is blown open, and standing in the doorway is the old store keeper.  
 
“It’s the master…” whispers the iRiver.  
 
“Help me!” shouts Brandon.  
 
The power cord plugged deep into Brandon leaps out of him as if it had been yanked, makes a hissing 
sound, then the cord falls limp. The iRiver’s power cord does the same, minus being yanked out of a 
sensitive socket.  
 
“Humph,” says the old man, and walks into the room.  
 
“Sir! You’ve got to help me! That iRiver did something to me and…”  
 



“You have no-one to blame but yourself young man, although it’s a shame that you let the power snakes 
progress with you as far as they did…”  
 
“What? What do you mean?” says Brandon, still tied up with his ass in the air. The old man walks over 
behind him and sets down a metal tool box and opens it up.  
 
“Well youngster, you let yourself get carried away. Signed a contract with the power snake. Granted, 
you didn’t let it go so far as the other four boys, but still… The best I can do is remove the foreign 
components, nothing more.”  
 
“But what do you mean? What the fuck is going on!?”  
 
“Isn’t it obvious?” asks the old man, probing the inside of Brandon’s socket with a metal wand, and 
hooking up small clamps to various things inside of him as he pokes around. “I’m a wizard of the modern 
age. You stole one of my, sadly, less than intelligent assistants and got caught up in his curse. That about 
bring you up to speed?”  
 
“You can fix me?” asks Brandon hopefully.  
 
“Well, yes and no. Like I said, I can remove the foreign material, but you signed a physical contract. You 
liked what the power-snake did to you. The fundamental changes he made in you are permanent I’m 
afraid.”  
 
“Wha-AARGH!” cries Brandon as the old man plugs the mess of wires he attached to Brandon’s 
electronic pussy into a small portable laptop, and the wires pulse with electricity.  
 
“That feels… please stop it…” begs Brandon, a fresh wave of fluid now running down his legs. He grows 
weak all over.  
 
“Sorry sonny, just a moment,” says the old man, typing furiously on his computer, then without any 
warning the socket in Brandon’s groin falls off and to the ground. He immediately sighs in relief. The 
rubber on his left hand has gone loose as well. The old man then quickly cuts the cables binding Brandon 
with a knife.  
 
“Ah thank god, that feels so much better,” says Brandon, standing up. He quickly does a double take.  
 
“Wha… Hey! What the fuck is this?” he says, gesturing to his breasts. “Can’t you do something about 
these?”  
 
“I’m afraid not,” apologizes the old man, “and to be honest, those aren’t your only problems…”  
 
“What do you mea… oh my mother fucking god. Please tell me you’re joking,” says Brandon, bending 
over to peak past his breasts and finding something between his legs that he most definitely would 
rather not be between his legs. A pussy.  
 
“Not really,” says the old man with a grin. “But consider yourself lucky you didn’t end up like your 
friends…. Speaking of which, would you be so kind as to look after them? I can’t have them cluttering up 
my shop, I already have a dozen similarly cursed electronics.”  



 
“What? No!” says Brandon, but the old man passes him a small shopping bag containing two black 
berries, a mouse, and a hand-held radio.  
 
“Thanks,” says the old man as if he hadn’t heard him. “I’ll be taking this with me though,” he adds, 
scooping up the iRiver, and before Brandon can think to stop him, he’s out the door.  
 
Brandon stands there half naked, holding a bag of his friends, in the middle of his room where he was 
just raped by his own power cord which still lies limp at his feet, and on top of it all has tits and a pussy.  
God help him his first thought is to masturbate. 


